Steps:

1. Gather supplies:
   *hot glue gun, parchment paper, stencil, scissors, tape*

2. Cut and tape stencil to phone

3. Cover with parchment paper

4. Outline phone with hot glue gun

5. Trace design with hot glue gun

6. Line the edges of phone and front

7. Flatten the wax

8. Peel it and use it

Visit https://diyprojects.com/diy-custom-phone-case-hot-glue-gun
DIY Phone Case:
Rose Stencil
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DIY Phone Case:
Floral Stencil
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DIY Phone Case:
Paisely Stencil
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DIY Phone Case:
Floral 02 Stencil
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DIY Phone Case:
Geometric Pattern 01
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DIY Phone Case:
Geometric Pattern 02
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